The Innovation Connection
Where opportunity & innovation meet.
Serendipity by design.

Wednesday, March 25, 2015
3pm – 4pm Jorgensen Gallery
Panel Discussion - Designed Thinking
Building From Both Sides of the Brain: Increasingly Engineering, Science, Technology and the Arts intersect. Join the discussion and learn how industry is the real winner. Learn what’s happening at UConn with the collaboration between the Fine Arts & Engineering schools & industry partners

4pm – 6pm - Jorgensen Lower Lobby
Social Networking & Discussion
Come & meet students, faculty, entrepreneurs, government officials & interested professionals of every stripe in a relaxed atmosphere (food & beverages too!). Take advantage of networking opportunities.

Venue:
Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts
University of Connecticut
2132 Hillside Road, Unit-3104
Storrs, CT 062679-3104

Click here to RSVP

The Innovation Connection’s mission is to foster innovation and opportunity creation by bringing together members of entrepreneurial, business and academic communities to collaborate.
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